
Gender Dualism: Femininity and 

Masculinity 

  

When I teach about gender in a conventional classroom setting, I often ask             

students to come up with lists of terms that are conventionally associated            

with masculinity and femininity. Each class comes up with remarkably          

similar lists of qualities, characteristics and behaviours that are gendered in           

this way. Asked to describe masculinity, students use words like; strong,           

assertive, athletic, rough, successful, competitive, violent, ambitious. Asked        

to describe femininity, they use words like; polite, emotional, fragile, small,           

nurturing, irrational, weak. To be clear, the students in the classes do not             

believe that women are, or ought to be weak and then men are or ought to                

be strong. They do not see themselves reflected in the lists that they create,              

but rather they recognize that no matter how they enact or practice or             

interpret their own gender, there exists a shared set of ideas about what             

constitutes masculinity and what constitutes femininity.  

  

Throughout this class, we will explore the ways that these understandings of            

masculinity and femininity shape our experiences of the world and our           

experiences of one another. We will explore how these understandings          

contribute to systems of inequality. For now, though, I want for us to             

recognize that gender in modern western cultures is currently characterized          

by dualism. Masculinity and femininity, and the clusters of qualities and           

behaviours associated with them, are marked by opposition and hierarchy.  

  

The feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz writes, in a section of her book            

called Volatile Bodies, that “dualism is the assumption that there are two            

distinct, mutually exclusive, and mutually exhaustive substances, mind and         



body, each of which inhabits its own sphere”. She explains that western            

philosophy and western thought more generally is founded upon dualist          

thinking. We have, over generations and centuries, come to construct a           

world for ourselves that is organized around opposing pairs.  

  

Grosz points to the dualism of the mind and body, but there are other              

dualisms that play fundamental roles in western philosophy and western          

thought:  

Earth and sky 

Sun and moon 

Day and night 

Good and evil  

Culture and nature 

Human and animal 

Activity and passivity 

Rationality and emotionality 

  

Grosz and other feminist philosophers point out that the relationship          

between each of the terms in these pairs are characterized by opposition.            

They are not simply different but opposite, which is to say that they are set               

in opposition to one another. And most important, they are structured           

hierarchically, which is to say that one is more valued and valuable than the              

other. Again, working within a western philosophical model, and a western           

model influenced by Christian theology, the mind or the spirit or the intellect             

is more highly valued than the body. Our bodies on this view are temporary,              

fallible, vulnerable in ways that our minds may imagine or not. The founding             

philosophical figure of modern philosophy, Rene Descartes, was known to          

have doubted his physical existence, that is the existence of his body but he              

never doubted and generally trusted his mind. The mind and the body were             



profoundly different things for Descartes, and they were profoundly different          

things in western philosophy 

  

Western philosophies and theologies associate light with knowledge, and         

dark with mystery and danger. They associate culture with refinement and           

knowledge, and nature with animality and irrationality. They admire rational          

action in the world and disdain passivity.  

  

What I would like you to consider, and it is a claim made by many feminist                

philosophers about western dualism, is that this is a set of ideas imposed on              

the world. They are not objective descriptions of the world. It is easy to              

imagine, for instance, a knowledge system or an epistemology that values           

the body, nature, and emotional connections. Certainly many if not most           

indigenous groups in North America are grounded in epistemologies that          

refuse to pit the animal against the human, or the body against the mind,              

and as we will see in future lessons, this has implications for how these              

groups make sense of the relationship between the masculine against the           

feminine.  

  

Within a western framework, we have a gender system that is based on two              

opposed categories of identity - woman or man. It is a system that divides              

human qualities, characteristics, and traits into masculine and feminine         

camps. This is a dualist system and we are describing it as gender dualism.              

Gender dualism is influenced by the existing dualism of western thought,           

and it helps to reproduce the dualism of western thinking. So, all of these              

pairs function together to support one another and to make sense of one             

another. 

  



Within gender dualism, masculinity and femininity are not simply different          

from one another, they are opposites. Men and women are not simply            

different from one another, they are opposites. If femininity is associated           

with frailty, then masculinity rejects frailty. If masculinity is associated with           

emotional aloofness, then femininity is associated with and must be          

associated with emotional engagement.  

  

Finally, and most importantly for feminist politics that are aimed at analysing            

inequality, there are values that are associated with these gendered dualist           

characteristics. Feminist critics of gender dualism expose the ways that          

femininity, that is the characteristics, qualities, and behaviours that make up           

femininity in a particular time and place has systematically been devalued.           

This systematic devaluing of femininity has worked to devalue women and to            

limit women’s power and influence. In future lessons, we will begin to            

explore the material, real world impact that western philosophical dualism,          

and a dualist system of gender, has had on humans of all kinds - men,               

women, and everyone in between.  

 


